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Abstract: The higher education degree standard is a social evaluation and academic norm for individual scholars pursuing
academic achievements. It is believed that the prerequisite condition for establishing degree standard system is to acknowledge
scientifically and rationally degree system. In this article, based on the analysis of the structural characteristics of degree system,
we seek to deeply explore the degree awarding ways, degree standards and their interrelationships, and propose to start with the
classification of talent training types and reconstruct the degree standard system framework in China’s higher education with
quantitative analysis methods. In order to clarify the framework of the degree standard system of China’s higher education, we
considered several elements, including the two dimensions of vertical degree level and horizontal degree type, and the
relationship between these elements. In the vertical dimension, the degree standards from low to high are divided into three levels,
such as the bachelor's degree standard, master's degree standard and doctoral degree standard. In the horizontal direction, there
are three ways to cultivate talents through degree standards, namely degree standards, professional degree standards and honor
degree standards. This research can be used as a development strategy and decision-making mechanism with a view to promote
the transformation of China’s higher education from scale expansion to connotative development.
Keywords: Degree System, Degree Awarding, Degree Standards, China’s Higher Education

1. Introduction
The degree is widely recognized as an official quality
certificate of education in today’s era of neoliberal
globalization [1]. This has led to the emergence of new
cross-cultural and hybrid spaces [2, 3], and making
transnational learning and academic immigration possible.
Degree standards are social evaluations and academic
norms for higher education institutions to respond to
individual scholars' pursuit of academic achievement. The
right to award degrees is a highly prized and legally protected
privilege [4]. Award degrees as a higher education strategic
planning for improving the educational quality, which is an
official document that determines policy direction, decision
making and institutional strengthening within the university
[5]. In China, the Standing Committee of National People's
Congress has approved the Regulations of the People's
Republic of China on Academic Degrees (RPRCAD) since
1980. And the State Council has approved the Provisional

Measures for Implementing the Regulations of the People's
Republic of China on Academic Degrees (PMIRPRCAD)
since 1981. The academic standards in PMIRPRCAD are
regulated for three grades based on the degree system, such as
Bachelor's Degree Standards (BDS), Master's Degree
Standards (MDS) and Doctor's Degree Standards (DDS). The
standardized and systematic management of degree standard
system has strongly promoted the quality of China’s higher
education, such as informing students about their progression
or informing institutions about their effectiveness [6].
According to the PMIRPRCAD, Bachelor's Degree should be
conferred after the undergraduate learning, and Master's and
Doctor's Degree should be conferred in the period of the
graduate learning.
However, the degree standard system is a significant
channel (or path) to improve the connotative development in
Chinese higher education. It is believed that the prerequisite
condition for establishing degree standard system is to
acknowledge scientifically and rationally degree system. In
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this research, to expound the degree standard system
framework in China’s higher education, several elements were
considered, included the two dimensions such as vertical
degree levels and horizontal degree types, and the relationship
between the elements. In the vertical dimension there are three
levels from low to high of degree standards, such as bachelor’s
degree standards, master’s degree standards and doctor’s
degree standards. In the horizontal dimension there are three
types by the way of talents cultivation of degree standards,
such as academic degree standards, professional degree
standards and honorary degree standards. In this study, we
should use quantitative analysis methods to deeply explore the
degree awarding system, degree standards and their
relationships, and proposes to start with the classification of
talent cultivation types to reconstruct the framework of the
degree standard system in China’s higher education as a
development strategy and decision-making mechanism. The
purpose of the research is to promote the connotative
development of higher education in China.

2. Degree System of China’s Higher
Education
2.1. Degree System of China’s Higher Education
Constituting Analysis
In the RPRCAD (1980), it was dictated that higher
education would carry out degree system, including
bachelor’s degree, master’s degree and doctorate degree three
levels. The degrees’ categories in China’s higher education are
divided into academic degree, professional degree and
honorary degree three types. only one of which is honorary
doctorate degree. As a result, China’s higher education degree
system framework in essence is a 3-3 matrix model (as figure
1), which is composed of three levels: (1) bachelor degree, (2)
master degree, and (3) doctor degree; and of three types: (1)
academic degree, (2) professional degree, and (3) honorary

degree.
The academic degree is also called "science degree" in
China’s higher education. This is a type of degree division
based on the nature and characteristics of the degree award
requirements. Generally speaking, the requirements for
academic degree awarding mainly focus on scientific theory
and academic research, such as creative academic activities
and higher-level scientific research capabilities, and master
the subject and solid theoretical knowledge. The academic
degree in the China’s higher education system is equivalent to
the philosophy degree in the European and American higher
education system.
The professional degree is also called "vocational degree"
in China’s higher education. It is another type of degree that
differs from academic degree. The main task of education for
the professional degree in China’s higher education is to meet
the needs of social and economic development for specific
occupations or positions. The goal of the professional degree
education in Chinese higher education is to cultivate
high-level applied talents who meet the actual work needs of
these occupations or positions. The professional degree in
China’s higher education is equivalent to a graduate degree of
British graduate education.
The honorary degree originated early in the UK. Honours
degrees awarded by UK universities since the early 1980s has
been widely noted in the context of an often polemical debate
about standards [7]. Honours degrees awarded by China
universities differ from UK in that only honorary doctorate
degrees are awarded, except Bachelor of Honours and Master
of Honours. The honorary doctorate degree is often officially
approved by the Degree Committee of the State Council of the
People ’s Republic of China. The honorary doctorate degree is
awarded in recognition of outstanding foreign scholars,
scientists or well-known politicians and social activists in the
fields of academia, economics, education, science, culture and
health, recognize their contributions to social development
and human progress outstanding contribution.

Figure 1. Degree System Framework in China’s higher education.
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2.2. Degree Awarding Ways and Quantitative Analysis
2.2.1. Academic Degree Awarding Ways and Quantitative
Analysis
The academic degree awarding ways mainly include two
types: (1) according to vertical stratification, and (2)
according to horizontal classification. In the vertical
stratification dimension, the academic degree awarding ways
include bachelor degree awarding, master degree awarding
and doctoral degree awarding. In the dimension of horizontal
classification, the degree awarding way in China’s higher
education is mainly based on subject categories (such as
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philosophy, economics, law, education, literature, history,
science, engineering, agronomy, medicine, military science,
management science and art), and up to 13 theme categories
(Figure 2) [8]. By 2012, the total number of Chinese graduate
students awarded degrees by subject category was 396,976
(see Table 1) [9], accounting for 71.61% of the total number of
graduates (486,455), and excluding students who have
obtained honorary degrees. It should be noted that the way of
awarding degrees by subject category is only applicable to
academic degrees, and the way of awarding professional
degrees is not.

Figure 2. Academic degree awarding ways and types in China’s higher education.
Table 1. Total Number of Postgraduate Students by Academic Field (2018).
Graduates
Total
Total
of Which: Female
Academic Degree
Professional Degree
Philosophy
Economics
Law
Education
Literature
History
Science
Engineering
Agriculture
Medicine
Military Science
Administrators
Art
* Unit: person.

604368
318985
344155
260213
3883
29788
40740
35569
31833
5471
54621
209267
22995
70708
159
79640
19694

Master's
Degree
60724
23887
58450
2274
677
2142
2933
1063
1976
772
12831
22033
2762
9699
23
3227
586

Entrants
Doctor's
Degree
543644
295098
285705
257939
3206
27646
37807
34506
29857
4699
41790
187234
20233
61009
136
76413
19108

Total
857966
459818
411378
446588
4292
35493
53159
60281
37226
6332
73748
299055
39003
95172
89
126968
27148

Enrolment
Master's
Degree
95502
41012
88718
6784
925
3134
4709
1934
2867
1143
18894
37640
4305
14044
9
4910
988

Doctor's
Degree
762464
418806
322660
439804
3367
32359
48450
58347
34359
5189
54854
261415
34698
81128
80
122058
26160

Total
2731257
1355745
1319799
1411458
14750
94281
158694
190573
104552
20279
226291
1051682
125839
271406
446
395064
77400

Estimated Graduates for
Next Year
Master's Doctor's
Master's Doctor's
Total
Degree
Degree
Degree
Degree
389518
2341739 818394 172824
645570
157255
1198490 409231 67034
342197
375344
944455
476857 168863
307994
14174
1397284 341537 3961
337576
4396
10354
5995
2245
3750
14789
79492
36877 7519
29358
20121
138573
52332 10006
42326
7750
182823
48285 3807
44478
12797
91755
40198 6561
33637
5402
14877
7892
2798
5094
73000
153291
76158 29010
47148
161824
889858
280154 71263
208891
16560
109279
33710 7771
25939
43162
228244
83815 15965
67850
122
324
259
96
163
26155
368909
128872 14312
114560
3440
73960
23847 1471
22376
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2.2.2. Professional Degree Awarding Ways and Quantitative
Analysis
Professional degree awarding ways also mainly include two
styles: (1) according to vertical stratification, and (2)
according to horizontal classification. In the dimension of
vertical stratification, the professional degrees are also
awarded by bachelor's degree, master's degree and doctorate
three types.
In the dimension of horizontal classification, the degree
awarding ways by major types mainly focus on the master's
degree awarding in China’s higher education. For example,
professional master's degrees are awarded to engineering
degrees, art degrees and education degrees, etc., a total of 39
types. In addition, professional doctorate degrees are only
awarded to engineering degree, education degree, clinical

medicine degree, veterinary degree and stomatology degree
five types; while professional bachelor degree is only awarded
to one kind of architectural professional degrees (as shown in
Figure 3) [8]. However, driven by the needs of China ’s social
and economic development and the application-oriented shift of
Chinese universities, the number of professional degree
awarding issued by the Chinese government each year has
shown a rapid growth, such as the number of national
professional degree awards in the 1995-2009 academic year
(see figure 4) [10]. By 2012, the total number of postgraduates
with professional degrees in Chinese higher education had
reached 89,479 (see Table 1 for details), accounting for 18.39%
of the total number of graduates (486,455) (among them,
excluding students who awarded honorary degrees).

Figure 3. Professional degree awarding ways and types in China’s higher education.
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Figure 4. 1995-2009Academic Year National Professional Degree Grant Number.

2.2.3. Honorary Doctoral Degree Awarding Quantitative
Analysis
In China, the honorary doctorate was first awarded in 1983.
The honorary doctorate in China is awarded to recognize
outstanding scholars, scientists or well-known politicians and
social activists in the fields of academics, economics,
education, science, culture and health, as well as social
development and human progress in outstanding careers at
home and abroad contribution. According to statistical
analysis, by 2013, the total number of honorary doctorates in

China had reached 290 [11]. Among the total number, there
are 28 scholars, 27 scientists, 20 social activists and 15 heads
of government (including 13 heads of state), accounting for
31%.
The study found that according to the year distribution of
honorary doctorate degree awarding from 1983-2013 in
China’s higher education (see Figure 5), the number of
honorary doctorate degrees awarded in 2009 was 23, by
ranking first; and the number of honorary degree awarded in
2010 was 22, by ranking second.

Figure 5. The year distribution of honorary doctoral degree awarding (1983-2013).

According to the statistical analysis of the nationality or
region distributions of honorary doctorate degree awarding
(1983-2013), the total number was 64 nationalities or regions
by person-time greater than 2, as shown in Figure 6 for details.
From 1983 to 2013, there were more than 2 countries and

regions with the top 5 rankings including the United States (87
persons), Hong Kong (25 persons), Germany (24 persons),
Japan (19 persons) and the United Kingdom (18 persons). And
the number of honorary doctorate awarding by top five
accounted for 59.66% of the total.
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Figure 6. The nationality or region distributions of honorary doctorate degree awarding (1983-2013, person-time greater than 2).

According to quantitative analysis, the total number of
conferring institutions for honorary doctoral degree from 1983
to 2013 was 67 universities (or educational institutions). The
distribution of honorary doctorate-awarding institutions with
more than 3 person-times is shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7,
there are 7 universities with more than 10 honorary doctorate
awards, such as Peking University (50 peron-times), Tsinghua
University (20 person-times), Fudan University (15

person-times), Nanjing University (13 peron-times), Shanghai
Jiaotong University (13 person-times), Renmin University of
China (12 person-times) and Nankai University (10
person-times). The total number of honorary doctorate
awarders in these universities (specifically refer to the 7
universities mentioned above) reached 133, and accounting
for 45.86% of the total (290 in total).

Figure 7. The number of conferring institutions for honorary doctoral degree (1983-2013).

3. Degree Standards System Framework
in China’s Higher Education
3.1. The Interrelation Between Academic Degree Standards
and Professional Degree Standards
From the perspective of quality and standards, the

relationship between degree standards and professional
degree standards is not irreconcilable, but a coordinated
relationship. For example, at the graduate level, the two
can be converted to each other through a certain
assessment mode. The specific relationship between
degree standards and professional degree standards can
refer to Figure 8 [1].
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Figure 8. The interrelation between academic degree standards and professional degree standards.

Figure 9. Degree standard system Framework of China’s higher education.
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3.2. Degree Standards System Framework
As we all know, the essence of higher education is to
cultivate senior talents. So, how to cultivate the senior talents?
One opinion is that it entails selecting the best choice out of
everything provided for students’ learning. An eclectic is one
who selects opinions from the purpose of the appropriate. In
the field of education, the purpose is based on the value
orientation from the employers for talents’ types, such as
academic talent or applied talent). At present, it mainly
cultivates three kinds of talents in China's higher education,
namely academic talents (a), academic-applied talents (b) and
professional-applied talents (c). It should be noted that, for
either (a) or (b), the degree after graduating is mainly awarded
according to subject standards; and for (c), the degree is
mainly awarded according to major standards after graduating.
The major standard in Chinese higher education is
equivalently programmes specification in European higher
education. In the previous discussion, we have clarified that
there are three levels in China's higher education degree
system, namely bachelor's degree (I), master's degree (II) and
doctorate degree (III). In principle, any degree-level of higher
education can simultaneously cultivate three types of talents in
the same period. In other words, a degree level includes three
kinds of talents, such as I (a, b, c), II (a, b, c) and III (a, b, c).
In summary, the framework of degree standards system in
China's higher education was shown as 3-9 mode. In the 3-9
model, the number 3 mainly means that it includes three levels
(I, II, III), and the number 9 mainly means that it includes nine
types of talents (Ia, Ib, Ic, IIa, IIb, IIc, IIIa, IIIb, IIIc), as shown
in Figure 9 for details.

4. Conclusion
In just 40 years (1980-2020), the degree management of
higher education in China has achieved an institutionalized
and standardized management model. In the process of degree
system legislation in China, it is necessary to take into account
both the traditional development of higher education and the
realistic environment of academic evolution. In the era of
higher education globalization, it has promoted the rapid
improvement of the scale and quality of Chinese higher
education.
As the saying goes, rapid changes have created new
demands. In the new era, new industries look to higher
education for help in the provision of new skills, specialized
advanced training, consultancy and research support [13]. And
considered deconstruction and reconstruction is the essence of
critical transformation [14]. Therefore, with the development
of modern society and economy, the degree standards and
degree system framework of China’s higher education should
continue to be in a process of “constant change” [15-16].
The research is expected to provide employment or learning
reference for the enterprises or employers, parents and
students in China. In addition, the research also hopes to
provide reference and guidance for some foreign students who

are planning to choose to study in China.
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